Mounting manual EMZY | electronic motorised cylinder
Short version: For the detailed mounting and installation manual see: http://www.evva.at/products/motorised-cylinder/emzy-electronic-motorised-cylinder/en/
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The EVVA EMZY motorised cylinder offers security, comfort and design. Every EVVA installation
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Implementation “Interactive Learn”
After the installation of the EMZY the control unit parameters must be set appropriate to the
mounting situation. After the power-on the control unit enters a stand-by mode, which only can
be left by pushing the learn button on the MCU MI to start the “interactive learn” process.

Proceeding:

Electronic motorized cylinder

Mounting- and operation manual *
MZT 35 – motorised cylinder
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Installation of the motorised cylinder
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*Short version
Insert the motorised cylinder into the mortise lock.
Detailed mounting and operation manual is
Fix the motorised cylinder and the escutcheon.
found in the enclosed CD.
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Connection of the control unit
*1
*1
*1
*1

OPERATION MODE
DOOR BUTTON
BOLT CONTACT
DOOR CONTACT

MZT
MKT 35
35

MCU MI

CE
TÜR
KONTAKT 9
RIEGEL
KONTAKT 10
TÜR
11
TASTER
BETRIEBS 12
ART

TYPE: EMZY
S/N:
NENNSPANNUNG: 12V =
NENNSTROM: 0.2 -1.2 A

8

GND

7

GND

6

REED

5

REED
GND

13

4

MOT-B

COM 14

3

MOT-A

NC 15

2

POWER
GND

NO 16

1 VCC

OC-OUT

Yellow

White

Green

Brown

Brown

RELAIS

EVKA

White

Green
Yellow

Clamp
1
2
3
4
5
6
9
8
10
8
11
7
12
7
13
14
16

Allocation
Supply +
Supply Mot - A (white)
Mot - B (brown)
Reed - (green
Reed + (yellow)
Door contact
Bolt contact
Door push button
Operation mode
Locking state 1) 2)
Door opener 1) 3)

Remarks
DC 12V
Ground
Motor Knob
Motor Knob
Sensor Knob
Sensor Knob
closed = Door closed
closed = bolted
closed = open
closed = Day setting
closed = Door locked
closed = Door opened

GND
Black

EVVA WERK GES.M.B.H & COKG
WIENERBERGSTR. 59 - 65
A1120 WIEN

White

Installation of the motorised cylinder EMZY

+12V

E.ZU.WL.NT.V1

*2
*2
GND

ELECTRIC STRIKE

When choosing the electric strike, the
maximum switching capacity of the
relay of the EMZY micro control unit
must be taken into account
( 30V / 1A ).

*1 Max. cable length 10 m

VCC

POWER SUPPLY
This additional power
supply is necessary
for electric strikes with
a power consumption
>300mA !

230V ~ 50Hz
230V ~ 50Hz

*2 12V default electric strike with a current consumption
of max. 300mA and a EMZY Micro control unit can be
supplied together by an EMZY micro power supply MCU NT.

For a successful learning process the EMZY should be turn a minimum angular degree of 45° over is his Zero-Position (key withdrawal
position) in both directions. Attention: There are mortise locks which don’t allow that.
EVVA Sicherheitstechnologie GmbH
Wienerbergstraße 59–65 | A-1120 Wien
T +43 1 811 65-0 | F +43 1 812 20 71
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The installation of the power supply shall only be carried out by instructed personal.

